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VISIONS
~y Michael Fillerup

THIS TIME. BEFORE DOUSING THE LIGHT, HE TRIPLEchecked to make sure he had done everything exactly right, by
the book. He had.
He hit the switch. At first, all he could see was the pinwheel
of markings on the fluorescent timer, set at fifteen seconds.
Gradually, shapes appeared-boxes, beakers, bottles on the shelf.
The red bulb above the sink would have revealed even more, but
he had turned it off hoping it might make a difference though he
knew it wouldn’t.
He waited, nervously fingering another switch, this one a
short metal stick projecting from a small metal box on the table.
Slowly he drew it back. A cone of light dropped from the Beseler
enlarger onto a blank sheet of photo paper on which he focused
his total concentration, straining to feel every detail of the invisible image being burned onto the page. The luminous second
hand circled a quarter turn, clicked, and the light vanished.
He picked up the paper by its edges and slipped it into the
developer tray, quickly but softly tapping his tongs over the
surface until it was thoroughly submerged. Gently agitating the
tray, he waited. Normally this was the part he anticipated-the
watching, the waiting, the unspoken abracadabra that suddenly
turned a blank sheet into a mountain, a deer, a man. Or should
have.
He stiff~.-ned at the first sign of an image-a vague gray blur
spreading from the center. In seconds, a dark fog covered the
page. As if surfacing from the bottom of a murky pond, the old
man’s lace materialized in the solution. Dave dipped the tongs
into the tray and pinched a corner of the print but waited until
through the watery blur he could see the pollen pouch, the
headband, the two decaying teeth in the chanting smile. Then,
in one deft movement, like a magician performing a trick, he
withdrew the print and fed it into the stop bath. But in a fraction
of a secon& the seemingly, the scientifically impossible happene d - aga i n.
"Damn!" He hurled the tongs aside and kicked a half empty
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box of A&B developer across the floor. He felt mad enough to ram
his fists through the rotting cinder block wall; instead, he
snatched the wet, black print, tore it into quarters and stuftkd
them in the trash.
Switching on the light, he plopped down on a stool and gave
himself a moment to cool down-another impossibility in that
sweatbox! Next door the boiler was chugging away like a giant
pressure cooker on the verge of blowing up, its unregulated heat
seeping through the towels he had stuffed inside the vents. He
ran a hand across his sweaty forehead and wiped it dry on his
Levis. One by one he reviewed the good prints. Perfect. Flawless.
Every one. He shook his head. It made no sense-none! He got
up. As if handling a priceless gem, he removed the negative from
the enlarger and tucked it inside a protective envelope~ which he
placed on the table~ beside the enlarger. He yanked open the door
and stepped out.

The place was empty. Everyone had gone home except Eddie
Tom, who was working late again, earning more romp time so he
could take off a week for his Fire Dance ceremony. Through the
halt-open door of the press room, Dave could see his anemic
profile, seate& shaking a rattle and chanting to the fervent drums
of his peyote tapes as sheets of paper ran monotonously thorough
the press. Stiff as a statue. If not for the slight movements of his
hands, he could have been mistaken for-well~ a wooden Indian.
Dave peered out the window with the spider web crack.
Snowing again. Amazing! Crazy! That morning he had walked to
the elementary school under sunny skies. Desert blue. Two hours
later he was trudging back through a bleak winter scene: leaden
clouds, bleached buttes, skeletal trees. Black scribble on white
paper. Since then, things had gone from bad to worse~ with the
mist so thick now that he couldn’t see beyond the dirt road. The
mesas were gone, the cornfields, the trading post. Even the silver
water tower and the gold neon of the Thriftway store-gone.
Invisible in the mist. The elementary school looked like a ship
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lost in a fog The Yazzies’ hogan was a buoy, and the tepee beside
it-who knows? Something out of this world. Like everything else
out there tonight.
Staring out the cracked glass, he was startled by an image, a
face, vague and ghost-like staring back at him. It shook him up
a moment until he realized the face was his. Nothing to fear-he
was innocuous: clean-shaven, average height and weight, blue jeans
and a red plaid shirt. Nothing particularly striking except maybe the
deep set of his eyes (which Jenny
dubiously labeled "philosophical").
That, and his thinning blond hair,
short and springy, which he had
been clawing at all day, as he was
now, running it through his rnind
for the thousandth time: that morning, assigned to take pictures of the
hogan dedication for the new Indian
Resource
Center... Hogan?
Stucco exterior and louvered windows, shag carpeting, electric baseboard heat. Drywall all the way.
The only thing Navajo was the octagonal shape.
And the medicine man. He was
real. And for Dave it had been a rare
opportunity to photograph him in
action. Usually cameras were bahadtid at ceremonials, but the superintendent wanted a propaganda
slide presentation to show the Feds,
and since the school district was
tboting the bill, what could the old
guy say?
The falling snow had thickened,
making the window appear as a TV
tuned to a dead station. But within
that furzy picture Dave could visualize the old man perfectly: the
velveteen shirt and matching
maroon band around his thick, silver hair; his seamed face, red as a
ham and cured by years in the sun
and wind, desert afflictions. And his
hands-big, thick-fingered, dark
and oily-looking in the joints and
creases, working so slowly yet expertly as he dipped them into
the little buckskin pouch and sprinkled corn pollen onto the
young woman sitting beside him. Dave had admired the exactitude and concentration with which he had performed the rite,
his eyes, buried deep in wrinkles, all but sealed shut, the broken
[Urrows of his forehead twisting and flexing as over and over he
repeated his chant.
Dave had shot quickly, fanatically. First the Navajo children
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and their parents, thirty or so, colorful but somber in traditional
attire. Then the medicine man. Three rolls in all. The first two,
full-color, had developed perfectly. But when he had unrolled the
third, the black and white shot exclusively of the medicine man,
it looked like a banded snake, with every frame snow-white or
jet-black, except one. The last. Since ten that morning he had
been in the darkroom making
prints. The color shots he had finished presto by two-thirty, butt the
black-and-white’.,’ He had tried
everything to flush the old man out
of the dark: new developer, new
fixer, dodging and burning, different settings on the timer, every filter
on the rack. The stop bath he had
changed a dozen times. For paper,
matte, gloss, semi-gloss. Nothing
worked. There was no explanation
for it.
He stared at the snow intensely,
as if through sheer will he aimed to
make it cease- or better, for the puzzle of falling pieces to magically
rearrange themselves against the
foggy background in the perfect
similitude of the old man. When
after several minutes they didn’t, he
almost laughed at himself for being
unable to laugh-he usually had a
good sense of humor about these
things, or thought he had. Hoped.
He reminded himself that a week
from now, a month maybe, he
would relate this all to Jenny or
Brian, and they would wake the kids
up laughing so hard at his darkroom
pantomimes. But now, for the life of
him, he couldn’t crack a smile. He
felt nothing but a gray depression
settling in.
The ambience didn’t help. Outside, fog and snow. Inside, battered
file cabinets holding up plywood
partitions. Dried mud, dirt balls
mashed to powder on the cracked
concrete floor. The secretary’s splintered desk consumed half the room.
Poor lighting cast everything in half-shadow; the fixtures buzzed
like angry bees. All but two windows were boarded up. The
building looked condemned. A resurrected warehouse.
What was wrong? Normally it didn’t bother him like this. The
snow, the dust, the second-hand equipment, the tin trailer he
called home, Sunday meeting in the crumbling churchhouse: he
had willingly (eagerly-yes) accepted it as part of the experience.
An adventure, he had told Jenny. Hardship is a state of mind. As
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long as you have food in your belly and a roof over your head.
And God in your heart. Whenever two or more gather in my
name . . . But tonight it was getting him. The gray growing
black inside. He could literally feel it, darkening and solidifying.
Like rust. Black rust. Lichens. Barnacles. He shuddered at the
thought. The weather. Sure. And the frustration-who wouldn’t
be frustrated?
Staring at the snow wasn’t going to get him a print, he knew
that. He started back for the darkroom but bypassed it and
ducked into his "office"-a cramped plywood cubicle just around
the corner, at the end of the hall. Seated, he leafed through his
photography manuals, trying to pinpoint what he had done
wrong. He was tempted to say a prayer but checked himself: why
pester the Lord with a routine print? Amateur stuff. Photography
101. It was almost as absurd as it was embarrassing. Initially,
shooting, he had envisioned a creative piece, a photomontage
maybe, with the wrinkled old face of the medicine
man-screened out about thirty percent, for a faded, ghost-like
effect-superimposed over the glossy faces of the Navaio children. Title it "Past and Present." Or a radical reticulation, making
gorges and arroyos of the old man’s wrinkles, his face a replication of the land, merging the old age-timelessness paradox...Sure. Big plans. Big, big. Like every other no-name
photographer on the make. Forever searching for the super-print
that would make the cover of Dart~roorn Photography and launch
his career out of the two-bit consultancy racket.
Big plans. Now he would settle for a simple black-and-white
print. Then he could go home. Eat. Sleep. Feel human again.
Skimming, he was unable to concentrate. His hands were
shaking, his teeth chattering. If the insulation was bad, the
circulation was sinful. He ga7ed up at the weird web of misdirected ceiling pipes that made his cubicle an icebox and the
darkroom a sauna. Too much or not at all. He tossed the manual
aside and stated out the window. The snow had stopped and the
mist was thinning. He could see the cottonwoods, black and
witch-stricken, like and army of old hags huddling along the
wash. The mist had a hallucinating effect. He could have swore
the junipers were shifting left and right-shades of
Macbeth!-and the tamarisk reaching out like brittle tentacles.
The scene looked positively Transylvanian. Any moment he
expected the wolves to start howling.

poking through the ceiling. Windowless walls. An empty
Pampers box, jumbo size, overflowing with dirty laundry. The
wood stove pouring heat out like a blast furnace.
He had seen much worse: on his mission in Guatemala, little
brown-skinned children wading naked in a sewage canal playing
with the turds floating by. Still, he was humbled by the campfire
stench, the smell of rancid lard and over-fried potatoes, the stains
on the warped floorboards. The shyness of the blue-jeaned
daughter hiding in the far corner amused him, and the two
children sleeping in one another’s arms like a couple of bear cubs
touched a tender spot. He sensed maternal power in the mother,
big and rotund at her loom, and was intrigued by the wiry
grandma, in ragged skirt and sneakers, silently rocking and infant
in a cradleboard.
But the totems of the grease-stained walls left him thoroughly
confused: full-color images of disco-frenzied John Travolta in
skin-tight leotards; two Mexican felt rugs, one depicting a sheepeyed Christ holding an impaled heart, the other a tepee illuminated by firelight. Also, gourds, rattles, feather fans, a water drum
on the wall. And in the far corner, nearly obscured in shadow,
a very nicely framed photograph of the Salt Lake Temple, aglow
with evening lights. Later, driving home, he had asked
Brian-tactfully; he didn’t want to be an ass about it-what do
they believe in anyway? His supervisor shrugged. ’Anything,
Everything. Whatever works."
Reflecting, Dave tuned in a moment to Eddie’s drums and
could distinguish, very faintly, above the piercing falsetto of the
taped chant and the syncopated pounding of the press, the
printer’s voice softly keeping time.
Eddie. He had always regarded the printer as a comic figure,
a coolie caricature from the old railroad days, with his black
bangs chopped straight and high above his oriental eyes. Sitting
in the press room from eight-to-five, chanting and shaking his
rattles; occasionally stepping out for coffee, less often .joking with
the others: "Have some goweeh, John Wayne . . ."But a loner,
Quiet. Diffident. Dozing off at the Monday morning staff meetings, exhausted from his all-night peyote vigils. Toothpick arms
folded, skeletal face tilted, nodding asleep.
One morning last fall he had come to work all swollen and
puffy-eyed, looking like he had been beaten to a pulp. Face,
hands, everything bloated, burning with a savage rash. At first
Brian had chewed him out: "How many times have I told you to
keep those damn bottles capped? Those fumes are deadly. Now
get to the clinic, tsiilgo! " But when the printer shook his head,
softly insisting it wasn’t the chemicals, Brian nodded: "Then you
He pulled out his portfolio, hoping for inspiration. His first better go see your uncle."
Eddie Tom. With the others Dave talked freely: sports, movies,
assignment: photos of the impoverished conditions. A rutty dirt cars. The gospel, too-he wasn’t out here just to take pretty
road leading to a one-room shack at the foot of a barren butte.
pictures-and, despite Brian’s occasional digs, he had had some
Scrap-wood corral. Outhouse. Dogs-mangy mutts slinking lengthy discussions about the Church. (-[-he cursed skin issue,
around like thieves. A pile of tin cans and broken glass. Cheap
fortunately, had never been raised.) Most of the staff were college
glitter in the waning sun. Chicken wire over tar paper, curling at graduates or had worked off the reservation for several years.
the edges like an old manuscript. Inside, cabinets peeling white Jonathan Yellowhair, he discovered, had been on Placement
paint, a birch-like effect. Fire-blackened pots and pans. Nails
five years.
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"More like ready and eaten."
Get to the point. She hated this beating around the bush.
"Looks like I’m going to have to work late tonight."
~’How late?"
"Until I finish."
"How late is that?"
"I don’t know. Nine. Ten. Whatever it takes."
"Oh, one of those lates."
Yes, one of those. "So how was your day?" He gazed out the
spider web crack at the falling snow, bracing himself as she
reviewed her daily inventory of domestic drudgery (her term). At
her very best, she told him to stick with it, someday you’ll knock
Anselm Adams fiat on his Nikkormat. At her worst, she accused
him of caring more about his damn camera than the family, "than
us . . ." He always denied it-vehemently. God. Family. Photograph},. In that order. But he wondered. If that were true, why was
he still here? No, don’t start that again. Don’t start. He had used
the family cop-out before. Not this time. This was different.
Entirely.
"Is this for work or your own?"
"What’s the dill?"
H,e got up enthusiastically enough but bypassed the darkNo response.
’~Jenny?"
room again and wandered out the office door and down the main
"Cassie wants to talk to you."
hall-just to stretch a bit. Snow was falling but the mist had
"Put her on!"
thinned enough to where he could make out the red and gold
A meek little voice, a whisper. "Hello, Daddy."
neon of the Thriftway Store, halfway up the mesa, flowing like
"Hey, kid! How you doing?"
embers in mid-air. Several pairs of headlights were gliding down
"Fine. Daddy, can you read me a story when you get home?"
the highway. Dave attributed his failure to a temporary mental
"Sure I can."
block that was causing him to omit some simple but essential
"Are you coming home now?"
step. He closed his eyes and tried to let his thoughts flow as freely
He winced. "Not quite yet."
and effortlessly as the headlights on the highway, but his brain
"When, Dad?"
remained as fuzz), and confused as the falling snow.
’~Just as soon as I can, okay?"
As if rudely awakened by an alarm, Dave’s eyes popped open
"Okay, Dad."
and searched fervidly tbr the clock. He groaned. Jenny usually
waited until six before hitting the panic button, but it was an hour
"Be sure to say your prayers."
"I will."
past that. Better call-he was surprised that she hadn’t. Or better,
%;ood girl. I love you, kid."
go home. Sleep on it. Try again tomorrow, fresh, renewed.
"I love you, Dad."
Normally he would have but he sensed that if he left now, the
project would be lost, irrecoverable. Which was absurd. He had
"Let me talk to your mommy, okay?"
the negative, in hand. A perfect neg.
"()kay. Here, Mommy."
~’Dave?"
He returned to the office but stalled several minutes betbre
"Hey, I’m sorry about the delay-"
finally picking up the phone. He dialed slowly. Eddie’s wooden
~It’s all right. I understand." She tried. Damn, she tried. "What
figure, framed in the tdr doorway, had not budged. Dave wondered if paper was even running through the press, or had the
about dinner?"
printer lapsed into a permanent state of hypnosis. Or permanent
’TI1 grab a bite when I get home. Don’t wait up." She wouldn’t.
state, period. Eddie Tom, totem, p01e. Good plot for a Twilight She never did anymore. He didn’t begrudge her. "I love you7 he
Zone episode. Maybe he should junk the darkroom and become
said, trying to put some stuff into it.
a writer. Or a pair of ragged claws. Or a ...
"I love ~vo~," she said, trying her best also.
"Hello?" Pleasant. Smooth as honey. She should have been an
operator.
~’Three guesses, no hints."
"Mn~mm-hmmm." Impatient. Humor her but don’t get too
cutesy.
H.is re-entry into the darkroom was surprisingly painless.
"Don’t tell me-dinner’s ready and waiting."
But Eddie .... Since his arrival in September, Dave had
spoken only a handful of words to him. English wasn’t the
problem. Eddie simply didn’t talk much-to anyone. He was in
a world of his own. Dave was curious about the rattles and drums
and so forth, but didn’t want to be the nosy tourist type. Didn’t
want to pry. Not like that. With his camera? Several times he had
been tempted to sneak a candid shot of Eddie working his rattles
alongside the press. Ironic contrast: modern versus traditional;
magic versus machine. Always looking for the concept within the
i mage.
Always looking but not always finding. Not in this bunch,
anyway. He tossed the print on his desk and flipped through
another manual, which only confirmed what he already knew:
everything had been clone to textbook perfection. Nothing amiss
with his technique. The chemicals? He had changed them a
dozen times already. Maybe the whole batch was bad. He decided
to dip into the brand new supply, _just in from Albuquerque.
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Though the septic smell of the chemicals and the sweatbox heat
got to him, mentally he was sharp, confident, clear-headed. The
boiler chugging relentlessly on, he dumped out the old chemicals.
broke open a new batch, and started out fresh, from scratch:
measuring and mixing the: solutions, adjusting the enlarger,
setting up the trays-the developer, the stop bath, the fixer, the
rinse-everything exactly right, according to the book. As meticulous about his ritual as the medicine man had been with his.
He was all set. But when he reached for the negative, it was
missing. Gone. He searched frantically, first m the darkroom,
then in his cubicle, turning over every box:, every book, every
scrap of paper. Nothing! After another blitzkrieg search, he got a
grip on himself and determined to go about it logically, starting
with the darkroom and systematically retracing his steps. He
recombed every inch, slowly, scrupulously, but no luck. Next he
searched areas he hadn’t been, or thought he hadn’t: Tom
Manygoat’s cubicle, Jonathan Yellowhair’s, Brian’s office, the storage room .... It was while he was in the recording room, on
hands and knees, combing the floor, that he first noticed the
drums-not Eddie Tom’s, but distant pulsations of the same
varying pitch and rhythm, like an echo of the first.
He rushed up front and looked out the window with
spider-web crack: the mist was threadbare and the snow had
ceased. He could see the elementary school clearly, and the
Yaz7ies’ hogan, domed with snow. And to the right of it, surrounded with pickup trucks;, like spokes on a wheel, the ~epee.
The campfire within made the cone a giant lampshade; the
seated silhouettes wavered like dark flames. Pulling the metal
latch, Dave shoved the window open. The singer’s impassioned
voice, trilling like an auctioneer’s, rushed in with the cold air. If
not Eddie’s chant exactly, it was of very close kin, softer yet more
penetrating. As the drumbeat grew tester and higher pitched,
Dave felt and uncomfortable quickening in his blood. Like at tl~e
yeibecheii dance in October.
Freezing cold, the full moon a slab of ice. Old women in
blankets, men in blue jeans, cowboy hats tilted low, huddling
around a half-dozen campfires. Sparks swirling into the smokey
air- a galaxy of fireflies~ or a red-orange rendition of StarU Nigl~
Tailgate concessions. Paper plate signs: NAVAJO TACO $2.00,
FRY BREAD .25. Infants in cradleboards, mini-mummies propped up, asleep. A man lying twisted and unconscious between
two cars, his greasy red face and cowboy hat mashed in the sand.
Another, staggering into him, Dave, breathing beer in his face:
"Hi-yeah! Can you lend m,e five dollars?" But not much else
happening, he thought, and was about to leave when a sudden
commotion halted him.
It started with the faintest: jingling of bells, followed by a shrill
whistle, half-human, rising high and then low again, spookily
falsetto. Instantly the mulling and meandering crowd coalesced
around the dirt arena as if magnetized, all eyes fastened on the
figures emerging single file from the darkness-ash-white Halloween creatures, in their wooden masks antlered with pine
sprigs, coyote tails dangling i]om their breechcloths. Comical, on
the one hand, those half-naked, finger-painted beings, some
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young, most older, middle-aged and showing it, pot-bellied
proxies of the god they were impersonating, yet so totally
bizarre-the costumes, the ceremonL the out-of-this-worldness,
the way they seemed to grow in stature advancing towards the
light until, standing directly in it, center stage so to speak, they
appeared bigger than life. Super-something Still, any moment
Dave had expected some stodgy little white man w! th a mustache
and a beret to step out of the crowd crying"Cut! Cut!" and a galley
of hidden cameras to appear. That was the Southern Calflbrnia
skepticism in him. Hollywood and Disneyland.
But the others . . .those oily red faces glowing in the firelight, full of wonder, awe, anticipation, and a touch of tear-yes,
that too-as if Santa Claus were coming to town, or the Navajo
version of the Destroying Angel. They watched, as they would
continue to watch until dawn, mesrneri::ed.
Throughout he had tried to remain detached, oqective. ]-he
photographer, even without his camera. But when the half naked
troupe, immune to the numbing cold, commenced its monotonously vertical two-step earth-pounding dance, ~epeating over
and over the equally monotonous chant, "Ha-ra-ra- rah] Ha-ra-mrah! " like a never ending snap-count, he was surprised-a little
embarrassed~ too, as; he was now, listening-to fin.d himself
tapping his foot in time to the beat.

He yanked the: window shu< muffling the drums outside.
Returning to the darkroom, he found, lying on the table beside
the Beseler~ exactly where he thought he had let it, his precious
negative. His initial burst of euphoria was dampened by a sense
of disappointment. Adjusting the knobs, he tried to dismiss the
lost-and-found episode as a stupid ow_’rsight induced by his
panic-stricken state:. Like a challenge or act of defiance, he flicked
on the red bulb and proceeded to do everything step-by-step as
he had been taught. A perfect negative, no filters were needed. He
killed the light and ran a test strip at five, ten, fifteem and twenty
second exposures. The developed strip showed fifteen seconds
was perfect. Confidently, he squared a sheet of photo paper under
the enlarger and set the timer at fifteen. He placed his hand by
the small metal box, took a deep breath, and broke into a feverish
sweat. On contact his finger leaped from the metal switch as if it
were a hot iron. He put it right back, however, telling himself this
was all so asinine, the knots in his stomach and trembling in his
hands, as if he were in the starting blocks in high school, awaiting
a gun. Why all the adrenal hype? Nervous ener©" wifln nowhere
to go. And prayer. Why didn’t he just say one? the ,scrq~)tures said
to [)ray always-over your tbod, your flocks, ),our family, your
friends. He had prayed over his work before-plenty of times. His
Easter Morning print. (He had sweated blood over that one. Sixty
hours in the darkroom. His little Gethsemane.) So why not now?
What was he" so afraid oP It was all so stupid. Th,~ whole thing
Winter and he was sweating like a racehorse. Why was he so
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lucky to be next to the boiler room? No windows, no
ventilation. And the smell! The stench! The chemicals fermenting.
A damn still. Souring like milk. Old yogurt. What next? Dave
Junior’s breast-fed messies. Laugh it off, Dave. It relieves stress.
You’ll live longer. Ha! Ha! Why? Don’t ask. Beggars can’t be
choosers.
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wanted to step outside and let it slowly bury him, like the old
man in his mind. The snow began filling his eyes; the fog invaded
his body. He told himself to go home and sleep on it, tomorrow’s
another day. Or junk it altogether. It wouldn’t be the first time.
Chalk it up to trial and error. The creative process. For every
masterpiece, a million fiascos.
Maybe he should junk the whole thing? All of it. Thirteen years
and what could he show for it? Nickel and dime jobs to make
ends meet, whatever he could scrape up for however long. Three
to six months usually, long enough to make a slide presentation
of train some staff in the basics. Then, so long, goodbye, nice
knowing you. This job, his longest stint yet, would expire in June.
Then what? It was no life for a family man. Jenny deserved better.
The kids. "A fugitive and a vagabond," his father-in-law had called
him. Jokingly at first. Seven years ago, their wedding day. Then
half-jokingly. Now he didn’t even grin. Somber-sober.

He t]icked the switch.
An hour later he was smiling as he watched the old man’s face
form perfectly under the watery blur of the developer. Removing
the print with his tongs~ he buried it face-up in the stop bath.
Sealed! Frozen! But a minute later, transferring it to the fixer . . ."Nooooo!" his tongs caromed off the wall in two pieces.
The jet-black print went into the wastebasket in shreds. The
negative was next. He tore it from the enlarger, intending to wad
it up and put it to rest, once and for all, but stopped, his free hand
literally clutching the wrist of the other.
He switched on the light and held the negative up to it,
tenderly. Within the ghoulish image, white-on-black, he could
see the old man as he had looked that morning sitting crosslegged in the pseudo-hogan, his eyelids like wattled scales permanently shut. At one point, near the end, he had raised his eyeless
H.e had turned off the lights on his side of the building and
face and stared directly at him, the white man with a camera,
smiling a carious~ two-toothed smile. An infant’s gummy grin. was reaching for his coat when he heard the slow clatter of
Dipping his head, he began cackling and chanting, delighted, his cowboy boots. Turning, he saw Eddie Tom approaching on
banded head bobbing back and forth, his eyes sealed shut.
brittle~ wishbone legs. His cadaverous face, glistening with grease
Laughing at him, it had seemed.
and sweat, looked disoriented, as if he had just awakened from
"Okay, old man," Dave said, testing the edges of the negative
a deep sleep. His body appeared to wobble slightly and his hands
between his thumb and tbrefinger. We’ll see . . ."
were shaking as if still working the rattles. For the first time that
Stepping out of the darkroom at a quarter to ten, he looked like
night, the drums were ceasing, outside and in. A lull, welcome but
a boxer who had just gone fifteen rounds. Sweat dripped from his
unsettling. Dave felt obliged to speak.
lace and dark ovals stained his underarms. His eyes looked dazed
"How’s it going, Eddie?"
and glassy. Snow was falling again. An outside light captured
The stooped little printer-an elf, a Nava]o gnome-protruded
some in a cone so that the snow appeared to be pouring out of
his lips and nodded reassuringly, then looked around as if he had
the light in a cornucopia of swirling flakes, a fairy tale mirage.
lost something. "Cup . . . I need a cup."
Dave edged up to the window with the spider web crack. The
Dave pointed to the bookshelf. Eddie got a styrofoam cup and
snowfall was heavy. The chain-link fence around the school had
began pouring himself some coffee but none came out. "No
turned white fish scales; the Yazzies’ hogan was an igloo. Next
coffee?" He looked disheartened.
door, the glow within the tepee was dimming like an oil lamp
"Nope, Adin. "
running out of fuel. He wondered how they do it-up all night
The two men stood in silence, their eyes avoiding one another.
like that-and why? He could barely set through sacrament
Dave wanted to say something but he wasn’t sure what. The print
meeting, let alone an all night ceremony. Sitting, he always got maybe? The trouble he was having? Or photography in general,
antsy, impatient. Had to move on. Places to go, people to meet,
his obsession with it, how certain images, scenes, people grabbed
pictures to shoot. Could any of th~’m spend the night in a
him, kindled ideas, visions in his head. And once kindled~ he had
darkroom? Especially this sweatbox. He had. Could. You do what
to get them down, that’s all. To make the thing real, give it
you have to. Wherever the heart is.
substance, meaning, life. And sometimes it is so bad-the urge,
What about the old man? Where was he tonight? Now?
the obsession, the disease-he wanted to close his eyes, go blind
Sleeping soundly in his hogan? Or presiding over the dancers in to the world for awhile, receive no more images, no more visions.
their pine-sprig masks and breechcloths? Dave envisioned him
But he couldn’t explain this to Eddie any more than the printer
standing out in the cold, chanting and cackling as he transmcould explain to him his incessant chanting :and the drums and
ogrified into a snowman. Whatever, he wasn’t losing sleep over rattles all night long.
a cockeyed bila~gaana photographer, that’s for sure.
Si7ing up the printer, his grease-stained Levis, his whittled
Falling slowly and steadily, the snow had a hypnotic effect.
brown [ace, the nervous intensity in his eyes, Dave sensed an
It looked warm and inviting, like a great white sleep falling in unbridgeable gap widening between them. It cut much deeper
rhythm to tt~e multi-pulsations of the press and drums. He
than complexion or culture or belief. It frightened him, to think
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how totally different two human beings could be. That was how
he felt at the moment-as if he were standing on one side of the
world and Eddie on the other. The silence was tortuous.
"So what are you working on?" he asked.
Eddie looked at him as if he had asked the question in
Cantonese. "Title Four bro(hure. Then the newsletter."
"You going to work all night?"
Eddie smiled. A front tooth was missing. ~lust like you,
hastiin."
Dave gazed around self-consciously. ~’Well, we’d better get
back to work or we really will be here all night."
Nodding, Eddie strolled back into the press room, but Dave
lingered in the reception area. The thought of re-entering the
darkroom paralysed him. The open door gaped at him like a
passage into Outer Darkness. The red bulb glowed like a bloody
moon. Its reflection turned the trays of chemicals into pools of
methiolate. Stepping inside, he knew he had made a mistake. His
hands trembled as he fiddled with the knobs of the enlarger. The
walls pressed in on him. Drums pounded in his brain like the
merciless hammers in the old aspirin commercial. He felt faint,
weak. He gripped the table for support and waited for it to pass,
assuring himself it was only hunger and fatigue. He closed his
eyes and started to-no. He stepped out.

R,eturning a half hour later, he tried everything he had
before-filters, dodging and burning, different exposure times,
new chemicals, new film- but every attempt was a replay of the
first. Twenty tries later, he resorted to desperation methods that
would have sent his darkroom mentors reeling: one minute
exposures, one second exposures, double doses of developer,
skipping the developer altogether and dropping the film directly,
into the fixer. Any voodoo gimmick he could think of.
Nothing worked.
He broke another pair of tongs in disgust. Hot, sweaty, nauseated, he grabbed the developer tray and dumped it on the floor.
Liquid splattered everywhere. He did the same to the fixer and
the stop bath, muttering and swearing Then he went a little
crazy. With a sweep of his arm, he sent a whole shelf of bottles
and beakers crashing to the floor. He tore up film, kicked
cupboards, mashed cartons with the heel of his boot. Bottles
shattered, trays cracked. "Damn it! Damn camera! Damn...
drums! "
He was going after the enlarger when the door opened. Sweat
streaking his face, his shirt sleeves drooping, ragged flaps, standing amidst the wreckage of broken plastic and shattered glass like
the loser in a drunken brawl, Dave, wilting with shame and
embarrassment, stooped down and began picking up the pieces.
%0 how’s it going, Eddie?" Glancing up, laughing selfconsciously. "I was just practicing my kung-fu kicks."
The printer stared at him, silent, expressionless, a wooden
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puppet. The minutes ticked off uncomfortably. The puppet
spoke: "I used to be Catholic."
Dave stood up, glass crackling under his feet. Why was he
breaking this stone-faced silence to tell him this, and why now?
He had never looked so wooden, totemic. His eyes didn’t blink;
his mouth didn’t move. He didn’t even appear to be breathing.
Just: staring, waiting for a response. Dave felt ~:he nausea
again-the chemicals, the heat. Finally he replied: ’Tin LDS.
Mormon 2
Eddie nodded "I used to be a Mormon, too."
"You were baptized?"
’Tin still baptized. Catholic, Mormon . . ." He sh::ugged. "lt’s
all the same."
Dave felt an obligation to clarify,, repudiate, but this was not
the time or place. The Spirit doth not abide with lunatics in
mangled darkrooms.
"I_otta people," Eddie said, peering sternly through tinted
lenses, "lotta people don’t understand." His needlepoint eyes,
chips of obsidian, scanned the destruction as; if for the first time.
He looked at Dave. "The first time it worked for me. it was the
morning after a meeting. My wife, she was bringing in the water.
There was a light, like: a big spotlight on her. The bucket she was
holding, it became a tepee." His dark hands formed, a miniature
model. With his lips he gestured towards the top where the poles
intersect. "There was a little circle, and then there was a little
person. He had brown hair-long brown hair-and blue eyes, and
he was wearing a white robe. Fie came out and pu.t 10is hand on
my wife’s head. Then I knew. He blessed her." Eddie scrutinized
the enlarger as if her knew something the photographer did not.
"That was right before we got our son," he said. Then left.

Dave stared numbly at the disaster area ihe had created. Bits
of light blinked like stars on the shattered glass and splattered
chemicals. The press was running again, pounding away, and the
drums beating as the impassioned voice of the chanter soared to
a piercing climax. Dave tried to disregard Eddie’s story but,
stepping through the wreckage, found himself groping for an
explanation, uncertain of precisely what he was trying to explain
or justify, or repudiate, yet groping for some way to resolve the
whole experience, to answer to it, or for it--the medicine man, the
negative, the tales, tlne superstitions and contributions. Eddie
Tom, his story. Fable. Yarn. All right, vision. If he could take a
picture of it-these feelings, this ambience-record it on film,
then he could abstract, reticulate, superimpose, give it clarity,
meaning, definition . . . Sure! When he couldn’t even get a print
of an old man in moccasins.
Visions! Every acid-head in high school had had them. Good
trips, bad trips, hallucinations-call them whatew:r. Flying graham crackers, Jesus Christ dancing on the head of a pin. Peyote,
pot, mescaline-what’s the dill? Any’ fool can induce a vision. No
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spiritual tuning required.
Dave squatted down and began picking up the broken glass.
A fragment sliced his thumb. Waiting for the initial sting to pass,
he recalled the deeper, sharper pain of a gusty afternoon many
years ago, kneeling in the woods, throwing his voice Enos-like
into the wind. That pain, too, had passed. Gathering up the last
fragments, he saw within the twinkling pinpoint reflections of
light a mirror image of the heavens on a clear desert night. As a
boy he had gazed up at those stars knowing that if he prayed long
enough and hard enough, if he were worthy enough, yes, the veil
would part for him also. It troubled him to think how, with his
obsession t0r taking pictures, he had so complacently outgrown
that childhood craving to see the Master image.
He trashed the broken trays and set out new ones, filling each
with new chemicals. Screwing the cap back on the fixer, squeezing the neck of the bottle as if he meant to strangle it, he realized
that it didn’t matter whether his failure to produce a decent print
was due to his own ineptitude and carelessness or an old man’s
hex; whether chemical fumes or a witch’s curse had inflicted
Eddie’s bloated red rash, or if his vision was heaven-sent or drug
inspired. It all seemed irrelevant now. Not the point at all. What
was the point?
He stepped out of the darkroom and looked outside. Snow
was still falling, quietly burying the town, covering all evidence
of tracks, trucks, life. He could barely hear the faint pulsations of
the drums, though the press was going strong. He wandered
down the hallway, past the darkroom, and into his cubicle.

He was awakened abruptly by the phone. His back and
shoulders Mt sore and his neck cramped from the long-short
sleep contorted in his chair. A photography manual was open on
his lap. Groggy, it took him several moments to get his bearings.
Darkroom. Home. Jenny. Jenny! Wondering where he was and
what had happened. He bolted up front to grab the phone but
missed it by a ring.
Silence. No press, no drums. Eddie had turned off all the lights
on his end and had left the front door open, the padlock off. The
unboarded windows were framed white, their centers cataracted
with ice. Dave shoved open the one with the spider web crack
and looked out on an arctic wasteland-bleak white marred by
a few black lines, haphazard claw marks. Nothing moved except
a flap of the tepee, tugged and twisted by the wind. The stark
whiteness of the sky was broken only by a pale circle in the east
where the sun had managed to melt through. The mountains
below, black-on-white, were half-dead coals.
Dave felt cold and confused. His empty belly howled but the
thought of putting food in it nauseated him. Jenny. He should call
Jenny. Now. The wind blew cold white powder in his face,
numbing his cheeks. He saw movement in the whiteness. Figures, one by one, exiting the tepee. Crouching to fit through the
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small opening, then standing erect. Stretching. Cowboy hats and
headbands. Bright red on white snow. One old man crossed
himself. Another dropped to his knees and kissed the snow. A
third raised his arms to the frozen sun.
Dave yanked the window shut.

In the darkroom he carefully adjusted the enlarger as the
boiler next door huffed and puffed like an out-of-shape old man
in training. He turned off the light and switched on the enlarger.
A cone of light dropped the medicine man’s image onto the
plastic plate. Dave studied it, the sealed eyes, the chanting
two-toothed smile. He pictured the old guy lying on a sheepskin
by the warmth of the wood stove, sleeping soundly. He sxvitched
off the machine and very carefully removed the negative from the
enlarger. Groping for the scissors on the table, with two quick
snips, one vertically, one horizontally, he released himself.

A WEATHERED CROSS BESIDE THE WALL
A weathered cross beside the wall
Supports the climbing rose,
And sun within the garden warms it
In the winter snows.
Red thorns will guard its budding
When springtime comes again
As roses bloom upon the limbs
To hide the cross from men.
They had thee, Lord, assume the cross,
But hoped to thrust thee down;
The thorns did not defend thee,
But barbed thy braided crown.
For thee the quiet garden gleamed
An empty place of pain
Where thorns turned inward at thy pores
Drawing crimson rain.
For thee whose beauty is a rose
To bear the fate of thorns
Required a love as deep as grief
When God thy Father mourns.
What fears, then, thorns upon my heart,
Would keep thy hand away,
Thy hand that blossoms like a rose
upon a winter day?
-KATHRYN R. ASHWORTH
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